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U.S. MILITARY WITHDRAWAL—DISENTANGLING FROM SYRIA’S CIVIL WAR 
With ISIS’s caliphate destroyed, the military mission is complete—the risks and costs from staying are too high 
 
With ISIS-held territory now eradicated, the U.S. military has accomplished all it can in Syria 
§ The United States intervened in Syria’s civil war in two ways: (1) anti-Assad efforts through aid to rebels and (2) anti-ISIS efforts 

through aid, troops, and airpower; the first mission was an ill-considered failure, the second a success 
§ Without congressional authorization, President Obama ordered the U.S. military to intervene in Syria’s civil war to eliminate the 

Islamic State’s physical “caliphate” 
§ The anti-ISIS mission served a clear and achievable goal: to deprive ISIS of the organizational capacity and mystique that fueled its 

emergence as a prominent global terrorist brand, thereby reducing its threat 
§ With the success of that mission, U.S. forces achieved all they reasonably can and should be fully withdrawn 
§ ISIS’s “enduring defeat” is an unrealistic, unattainable goal—the U.S. military can defeat armies and eliminate threats, but it cannot 

defeat ideologies; occupation is more likely to enable the radical Sunni ideology undergirding ISIS 
§ Any remnants of ISIS can be confronted by its numerous local enemies, including Syria, Iran, Russia, and the Kurds 
§ Keeping U.S. forces in Syria—without approval of the host government, in the midst of a civil war, with major and regional powers—

creates needless and profound risks, including conflict with nuclear superpower Russia, Iran, Syria, or even our NATO ally Turkey 
 
Refereeing Syria’s civil war is a misuse of U.S. military power 

§ With Russian and Iranian backing—support which dates back decades—the Assad regime is poised to win the civil war; keeping 
U.S. forces there risks conflict with those powers and may prolong the war 

§ The U.S. can engage diplomatically to limit humanitarian outrages as the civil war is settled, but the U.S. military should not referee 
Syria’s civil war 

§ The Kurds coexisted with the Assad regime before the civil war began and were not attacked by Turkey—they should be allowed to 
negotiate a similar outcome as U.S. forces leave, something Washington has so far resisted 

§ The best plausible outcome for Israel is a return to the pre-war status quo—taking out Assad would most likely result in radical 
Sunni jihadi rule, not “moderates”; Israel’s military power can continue to deter Syria, as it has for decades 

§ Neither Russia, Iran, nor any other outside power—including the U.S.—will accrue power by occupying a part of Syria; bogging down 
our adversaries in complex efforts to manage Syria’s sectarian tinderbox is no favor to them 

 
Open-ended U.S. military occupation in Syria risks mission creep into indefinite nation-building efforts 
§ With global intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance and strike (ISR-Strike) capability, the U.S. military can eliminate direct 

threats to Americans without occupying territory in eastern Syria (or elsewhere) 
§ Terrorist recruitment, training, and direction in cyberspace is a different challenge and is unrelated to military ground operations 
§ Tasking the U.S. military with ISIS’s “enduring defeat” demands indefinite occupation and more forces to hold hostile territory in 

Syria long enough to re-shape many Syrians’ beliefs—and the mission would likely backfire 
§ Credibility concerns argue against interventions, not against ending interventions—to the extent U.S. credibility is on the line in 

Syria, it is damaged by keeping forces there in the absence of a worthwhile mission 
 
Realist policy recommendations 

§ Support the withdrawal of all U.S. forces without any conditions within months—the mission was never authorized by Congress 

§ Force regional actors to confront the local security problems facing them, freeing up U.S. forces to prepare for more important 
missions, like deterring great power conflict 

§ Use what leverage exists to promote the status quo ante—Syrian government forces control Syria’s borders and separate the 
Kurdish population from Turkey—and push Assad for decent treatment of civilians, release of political prisoners, and amnesty or 
safe emigration for U.S.-backed rebels and anti-government activists 


